Creating Engaged &
Collaborative Teams
Let’s face it, we all have priority skill areas that if we could get better in them we could increase our success and
experience less stress. Using The Human Performance Company’s Rapid Skill Development™ Methodology,
4 Hour Workshops will help you get “get better faster” in your priority skill areas.

Rapid Skill Development™
Skill development and enhanced performance is best achieved where workplace colleagues learn and apply
common tools and language to achieve their priorities. For this reason, 4 Hour Workshops are best delivered to
groups of colleagues within the same organisation. They can be leveraged on a standalone basis for a team,
as a component in a leadership and development program or as part of a wider conference or development
event.
Our 3P process (Prepare, Participate, Perform) leverages the Neuroscience of Adult learning to guarantee
learners maximise development for time invested before, during and after the 4 Hour Workshop.

Overview
A highly engaged and collaborative team supports the team leader, the team members and the organisation as
a whole. This workshop is based on the latest insights from Harvard Business School, Professional team
environments and Neuroscience studies. The concepts taught have helped organisations and teams win
awards for best in world, best in region and best in country in the areas of innovation, performance and
productivity.

Learning Outcomes
Participants in this workshop will learn:
• Why engagement and collaboration underpin organisation performance
• How to identify highly engaged team members
• The role of Organisational Executive leadership and Individual Team leadership
in building engagementand collaboration
• The drivers of team and individual engagement
• The 5 part process for building engagement and collaboration at the team level
• How to leverage Neuroscience to improve a leaders ability to build a
highly engaged and collaborative team

Who Would Benefit
This workshop is for anyone leading a team or work group of teams that are required to deliver improved levels
of engagement, collaboration, productivity or results.
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